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Short Description

The St. Barths Stackable Arm Chair (PJO-3001-BRN-AC) by Panama Jack incorporates the beauty of a thickly
woven wicker with an extruded aluminum frame to give you a sturdy piece of furniture.

Description

The St. Barths Stackable Arm Chair (PJO-3001-BRN-AC) by Panama Jack incorporates the beauty of a thickly
woven wicker with an extruded aluminum frame to give you a sturdy piece of furniture. The wicker fiber is
made from Viro fiber, which is one of the industry's finest and most weather-resistant materials. This chair is
perfect for adding to any outdoor dining set and can easily be stacked to give you the versatility and
convenience of easy storage. Add an optional Sunbrella cushion to give your new seat even more comfort.

Dimensions

Side Chair: 22"W x 22"D x 34"H (13 lbs.)

Features

Manufactured by Panama Jack and Hospitality Rattan
Viro fiber wicker with Brown Pine finish
Extruded aluminum frame
Weather and UV resistant
Comes fully assembled
Stackable design
Three year warranty

Optional Cushions

The St. Barths Side Chairs, Armchairs, Swivel Chairs, and Barstools do not require cushions but are available
in an outdoor polyester fabric (1 Year Warranty). For an upcharge, a premium Sunbrella fabric (5 Year
Warranty) can be chosen for a unique custom look, available in a variety of colors and patterns. The finest
mildew repellant, fade resistant and most durable Sunbrella fabrics are used on our outdoor furniture.
Quality engineered and specially treated to resist strains, wear and the sun's harmful rays.Sunbrella fabric
warranty covers manufacturing defects. Visit www.sunbrella.com for their warranty details.

Warranty
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The outdoor frames feature high quality extruded aluminum with reinforced internal walls for extra support.
Each frame is hand-welded and then inspected for both strength and appearance. Frames are then hand-
sanded and polished prior to finishing. The limited warranty covers weld failure for a period of (7) years. The
aluminum frame is warranted for a period of (3) years. Viro & Rehau commercial quality woven synthetic
wicker is warranted against separation and tearing for (3) years from purchase date. Fading and/or
discoloration elements, tanning oils, drink pills, liquid , chemicals, water damage or any other cause are not
covered.

Additional Information

SKU PJO-3001-BRN-AC

Brand Hospitality Rattan

Ships Out Estimate 4 - 6 Weeks

Residential Warranty Frame: 3 Years

Fabric Performance Fabric Choices

St. Barths Stackable Arm Chair
PJO-3001-BRN-AC

was

$267.00 Special
Price

$199.00
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